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Abstract 
Farkas, D.R.. The Anick resolution, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 79 (1992) 159-168. 
The Anick resolution for associative algebras is given an explicit, combinatorial description. 
Introduction 
Let k be a field and let k{X, , . . . ,X,} be the free algebra, equipped with the 
augmentation map E sending each letter to zero. Anick [l] constructs a free 
resolution of k over any algebra presented by k{X,, , . . , X,} with relations in the 
augmentation ideal. Green et al. [3] found evidence that the maps in the 
resolution ought to have an explicit description using the tools of noncommutative 
Groebner basis theory. This note provides such a rendition of the Anick 
resolution. It is especially amenable to computation. 
We begin by reminding the reader of the basics about the Groebner theory. 
Suppose that 4 is a well-ordering on the free monoid generated by a finite 
alphabet. Assume, in addition, that 5 is compatible with multiplication of words. 
For instance, given a fixed order of the letters, one may order words ‘length- 
lexicographically’ by first ordering according to length and then comparing words 
of the same length by checking which one occurs earlier in the dictionary. 
Now suppose that %! is a k-algebra which is the homomorphic image of the free 
algebra on this alphabet, Let I denote the kernel of relations for 9. Each nonzero 
element f E I can be written as a linear combination of words. The largest word 
which appears in f with nonzero coefficient is called the tip or head-term off (cf. 
(21). A tip is minimal for I provided no other tip of an element in I is a proper 
subword (or segment). Anick calls such a word an obstruction. For each minimal 
tip T for I choose one s(r) E Z whose tip is T. (There is a canonical way to make 
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this choice; see the discussion of sharp vectors in [2].) The obvious adaptation of 
long division, which requires the well-ordering, shows that the collection of all 
9(r) generates Z as an ideal. These generators comprise a Groebner basis for I 
and can be computed from an arbitrary set of generators using the Bergman- 
Buchberger algorithm [4]. 
For simplicity of exposition, we will assume that the Groebner basis is finite. 
This is always the case when 2 is a finite-dimensional algebra. 
1. Chains 
The free modules in Anick’s resolution are indexed by chains. Continuing the 
notation above, we have a fixed well-ordering on words and an ideal I in the 
augmentation ideal of their span, the free algebra. A (-1)-chain is the empty 
word 1 and we say that it is its own tail. A O-chain is a letter in the alphabet. It, 
too, is its own tail. For n 1> 1, an n-chain is a word which can be factored (Y = Pt 
such that 
(i) p is an (n - 1)-chain and t, the tail of LY, does not have any minimal tip as 
a subword; 
(ii) if s is the tail of p, then some subword of st is a minimal tip; 
(iii) cr has no proper prefix with a factorization satisfying (i) and (ii). 
We make several observations. Condition (iii) implies that each n-chain, for 
II 2 1, has a suffix which is a minimal tip. Condition (ii) says that a chain is built 
from links which are minimal tips so that only adjacent links are hooked to each 
other. In particular, the minimal tips are precisely the l-chains. 
Let M(n) denote the collection of n-chains for the ideal I. 
An illustration might be helpful. Suppose that the words abcu and cabc are the 
minimal tips. Then abcabc_ and abc& are both obtained by hooking together 
l-chains but only the first is a 2-chain. Its tail is bc. Consequently 
-- 
ab&abc is a 3-chain . 
(We violate the requirement that only adjacent links are hooked in the prefix 
abc& even though there is a ‘middle’ link cabc.) 
We also require M(n)+, the collection of supplemented n-chains. By conven- 
tion, M(-l)+ = 0. Suppose n 2 0. A word cy lies in M(n)+ provided it can be 
factored (Y = p t such that 
(i) p is an n-chain and some subword of t is a minimal tip; 
(ii) no member of M(n + 1) is a prefix of a; 
(iii) Q has no proper prefix with such a factorization. 
As examples, a member of M(0)’ has the form drr, where d is a nonempty 
word and rr E M(1); no other subword is a minimal tip. A member of M(l)+ 
looks like cre7, where (T,T E M(l), e is a word, and there is no minimal tip 
subword which overlaps either (T or T. 
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We define a function S on chains with values in the free algebra as follows: 
S(1) = 1 
If a E M(O), then S(a) = a. 
If r E M(l), then S(r) = 9?(r), the member of the Groebner basis with tip 7~. 
If n 2 2 and p E M(n), then we can uniquely write p = (YC~T, where (Y E 
M(rz - 2), c is a word, and 7~ EM(l). Define S(p) = S((Y)C%(~T). 
We can write the formula for S(p) explicitly. Notice, for example, that if p is a 
2-chain, then p = acr for some letter a, a word c, and a minimal tip n. Then 
S(p) = UC%(V). Continuing, we see that if p E M(n) and we write 
with rr,, ITS,. . . a list of [n/2] minimal tips and with the c, words, then 
We also need a version of S on supplemented chains. If w = UC?T lies in M(n)’ 
with (Y E M(n) and 7~ E M(l), set S(w) = S(a)c%(rr). 
2. Decapitation 
Let F denote the free algebra on our alphabet. 
Proposition. Suppose that a,, . . . , a,, are nonempty words such that no word is a 
prefix of another word on the list. If f(a,), . . , f(a,) E F are such that the tip of 
f(a,) is a,, then 
(a) C:l=, f(a,)F is a direct sum, and 
(b) if 0 # x E c y=, f(a,) F, then there is a j such that a, is a pre$x of the tip of x. 
Proof. Let TIP denote the tip. If g # 0 is in F, then 
TIP(f(a, )g) = a,TW g) 
Thus the leading term of f(a,)g, cannot be canceled by the leading term of f(a,)g, 
for i fj. Moreover, 
TIP (c f(a,)g,)) = max{aiTWg,) 1 g, #O> 
and the maximum is achieved for exactly one j. 0 
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For rr z- -1 define Z[n] to be the right F-module spanned by 
We shall delay until Section 3 the proof that the words in this union are distinct 
and that no one can be a prefix of another. As a consequence of the previous 
proposition, these S(w) then comprise a module basis for Z[n]. Once again, we 
look at some examples. 
I[-11 = F. 
I[01 is the augmentation ideal Ker F with the distinguished module basis 
consisting of all letters. 
Z[l] is the right F-module with a basis consisting of elements of the form 
u%(rr), where rr E M( 1) and u is a (possibly empty) word such that only one 
subword of urr is a minimal tip. Clearly f[l] c I. 
Green has observed that by using right multiple long division and searching for 
the left-most subword of a tip which is minimal. one can conclude that Z[l] = I. 
Z[2] has basis members of three types. If p E M(2), factor p = b,,r,, with 
r/, E n/r(l); one type of basis element is b,,%(~,,). The other types look like 
%(a)&(~), where ~,r E M(1) and there is no internal overlap or u%(rr) where u 
is a nonempty word and 7~ E M(1) represents the unique appearance of a minimal 
tip in ~17~. 
For cy E M(n) we define the decapitation F-module map 
by specifying what it does to the distinguished basis elements: 
D,(S(a))=l and D,(S(/3))=0 forP#a!. 
In other words, D, projects onto the ath component and then chops off the S(a). 
Alternatively, this can be described using Groebner basis reduction, a cousin to 
long division. By the proposition, if 0 # Y lies in Z[n] then its tip is yw, where y is 
either a member of M(n) or U ,)1~,, M(m)‘. Let red(r) denote the reduction 
obtained by subtracting the appropriate scalar multiple h of S(y)w from r to 
reduce its tip. Then we can inductively define 
Da (red(r)) ify#ff, 
hw + D,(red(r)) if y = Q . 
Explicitly, D, is the identity function. If a E M(O) and we are given a word 
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w = au, then D,(w) = u; if w does not begin with the letter a, then D,(w) = 0. 
We will make repeated use of a particularly nice decomposition of Z[n]. 
Lemma. Let n 2 0. If r E I[n], then r = ~uEMcnj S(cx)D,(r) + r* and Dp(r*) E I 
for all /3 E M(n - 1). 
Proof. If y E M(n - l)‘, then y = /?‘crr and 
If y E M(m)’ for nz < n - 1, then D,(S(r)) = 0. (Indeed, think of decapitation in 
I[n - 11.) 0 
Fundamental Theorem. For n 2 0. 
I[n+l]= rE n Z[m]ID,(r)EZforallaEM(n-1) . 
I m 5,1 1 
Let us temporarily assume this result. Implicit in its notation is the statement 
that Z[n] C Z[n - l] for n 2 1. This is, in fact, true by inspection for n = 0 as well. 
In particular, if II 2 0 and (Y E M(n), then S(Q) E Z[n - 11. Thus it makes sense to 
define (for ~12 0) 
A,,(f)(P) = c D,dW)f(4. 
aEM 
(Here FM denotes the free right F-module of functions from M to F.) These are 
the maps in the Anick resolution with the subscripts adjusted. For example, 
A,, : FM(“) -+ F’ is given by 
A,,(f) = C af(a) 
utM(O) 
Indeed, D,(,S(a)) = S(a) = a. Notice that the image of A, is the augmentation 
ideal of F. As a second example, when a is a letter 
In general, a right F-module map 8 : FM + FN induces a right %-module map 
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e: s”+gN provided that O(Z”) C IN. According to the formula, the maps A, 
have this property because I is a two-sided ideal. Thus we may write 
It is given by the same expression as A,, when we regard Pi? as a left F-module. Let 
E : %! -+ k denote the induced augmentation map. 
Corollary 1. ii,_,d,, = 0 for n 2 1. 
Proof. Let f E FMCn) and CY E M(n - 2). Then 
A-,A,,(f>(a> = c D,(S(b))A,,(f)(P) 
/3EM(rr-I) 
= c D,(S(P)) c q3NYMY) 
/3tM(~-l) YEM(?J) 
= c Da 
YEM(fl) 
BY the lemma, S(Y) = CBEM(n-I) S(P)Dp(S(~)) + S(Y)*, where D,(S(y))* E 1. 
Thus 
A,-,4(f)(4 = c U%Y))~(Y) (mod 1). 
YEM(fI) 
However, S(y) = S(a’)c9(7r) f or some (Y’ E M(n - 2) and 7~ E M(1). Hence 
Therefore, A,, ~, A,(f)(a) E 1. 0 
Corollary 2. Ker a,,_ I c Im A,, for n 2 1 
Proof. Let S E Ker a,,_, Then 
(*I c Dp(S(a))g(a) E I for all p E M(n - 2) . 
uEM(rr-I) 
Let r= CnEM(n-I) S(cy)g((~). Then r E I[n - l] and g(a) = D,(Y) for each LY E 
M(n - 1). Using (*) and the fact that D, is a module map for p E M(n - 2), we 
find that D,(r) E I for all p ; hence r E Z[n]. 
Apply the lemma to write 
r = c S(S)D,(r) + r" , where Da(P) E I. 
E~M(rrj 
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Then Da (4 = c StM(n) D,(S([))D6(r) (mod I). Define h E FM(‘) by h(c) = 
DE(r). Then 
That is, S= a,(&). 0 
We have exhibited the Anick resolution 
The maps d, can be described as matrices whose (a, p)-entry is the image of 
Da(s(a)) in 9. (Th’ IS image has a canonical description which can be obtained by 
using Groebner basis reduction.) 
3. Prefix incomparability 
In order to prove that we have genuinely described a basis for I[n], we must 
carefully compare chains and supplemented chains for prefix coincidences. Our 
analysis is based on a lemma implicit in [l]. 
If n E M(l), we say that its tail sequence is the single term rr. If (Y E M(n) and 
n > 1, we can write Q = Pt,, , where p E M(n - 1) and t,, is the corresponding tail 
of (Y. Given a tail sequence t, , . . , t,_, for p, we say that t, , . . , t,,_ ], t,, is a tail 
sequence for (Y. 
Observe that if t,, . . , t,, is a tail sequence for (Y, then, by the minimality of tips 
in M(l), no member of M( 1) can be subword of C, for j > 1. Also, (Y = t, t, . t,,. 
Lemma [l]. Assume a E M(m) and /3 E M(n), where m.n 2 1. i’f a is a prefix of 
p, then m 5 n and any tail sequence for LY comprises the first m terms of any tail 
sequence for p. (In particular, the tail sequence of a chain is unique.) 
Proof. Suppose n < m. By construction, cr has a proper prefix y E M(n). Then y 
is a prefix of p and both are n-chains. The prefix incomparability of n-chains 
forces y = p. Hence (Y = y, a contradiction. We may now assume that m 5 n and 
induct on m + n. The lemma is certainly true when m + n = 2, so suppose n > 1. 
Let t,, . . . , t,, be a tail sequence for (Y and let s,, . . . , s,, be a tail sequence for p. 
If cr is a prefix of s, . . . s,,_, , an (n - l)-chain, then induction tells us that 
msn-1 ands,=t,fori=l,...,masdesired. Ifcuisnotaprefixofs,...~,,~,, 
then s, . s,,_, must be a prefix of LY. Again, induction implies n - 1 5 m and 
si=tifor i=l,...,n-1. When m=n-1 we are done. When m=n we have 
s,, = t,, because a cannot be a proper prefix of p. Cl 
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Proposition. If n 2 1, then the sets M(n) and M(m)’ for all m < n are pair-wise 
disjoint and no element of their union can be a prejix of some other element in the 
union. 
Proof. Suppose that (Y E M(n), y E M(m)+, and y’ E M(m’)’ for m <m’ both 
less than n. There are several cases to consider. 
CY cannot be a prefix of y. Indeed, (Y has a prefix in M(m + 1). If (Y is a prefix of 
y, then y has a prefix in M(m + l), which is not allowed. 
Similarly, y’ cannot be a prefix of y. 
Suppose y is a prefix of y ’ and m > 0. Write y = Gcrr and y ’ = 6 ‘c’rr’, where 
6 E M(m), 6’ E M(m’), and n,rr’ E M(1). By the previous lemma, 6 must be a 
proper prefix of 6 ‘. Let t,, t,, . . . , t,. be the tail sequence for y ‘. Then t, t, . . t,,, l 
cannot be a prefix for y. Hence y is a prefix of t, . . . t,, , and 6 = t, . . t,, . It 
follows that n is a subword of t,+, , an impossibility. 
Similarly, y cannot be a prefix of y when m > 0. 
Finally, suppose y E M(O)+. Then y does not have a prefix in M(1). But y’ and 
cx do. Therefore, if y is a prefix of either y’ or (Y, it must be a proper prefix of a 
minimal tip. But some subword of y lies in M(1). We have reached the last 
contradiction. 0 
4. Proof of the Theorem 
For each n 2 0 define 
J[n + l] = r E n Z[m] ( D,(r) E I for all (Y E M(n - 1) . 
,,* 5 n 1 
This is obviously a right ideal of F. The proof amounts to showing that 
.T[n + l] = I[n + 11. We argue by induction. 
J[l] = (r E Ker F ) c 
atM((1) 
S(a)D,(r) E I) 
But 
C S(a>DU(r> = C ao,(r) = r 
since r is in the augmentation ideal. Hence J[l] = I = Z[l]. 
Assume that n 2 1 and J[m] = Z[m] for m < n + 1. Since /[f! + l] C I[ e] for all 
8, we have 
Z[n] C Z[n - l] C . . . C I[O] . 
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We first show that Z[n + l] c Z[n] by proving that Z[n + 11 c .Z[n]. It suffices to 
check that S(y) E J[n] for each of the distinguished basis elements S( -y) of 
Z[n + 11. 
Case I: y E M(n + 1). Write S(y) = S( [)&9(r) for IJ E M(n - 1) and rr E 
M( 1). Since S( S) E Z[n - l] we have S(y) E Z[n - 11. Thus S(y) E flm__, Z[m]. 
Suppose (Y E M(n - 2). Since S( <) E Z[rz - l] C [n - 21 we obtain 
D,(S(Y)) = D,(S(iW(~)) = Dcr(S(S)w4~) E 1. 
Case II: y E M(t)+ and t < II + 1. If t < rz, then S(y) E Z[n], so S(y) E J[n]. If 
y E M(n)+, write S(y) = S( [)c%(rr), w h ere 5 E M(n). Then S(S) E Z[n] implies 
S(y) E Z[n] = .Z[n]. 
Next we show that Z[n + l] C .Z[n + 11. Since we now know that Z[n + l] c 
l-l,,, Z[m] we need only prove that D,(S(y)) E Z for each (Y E M(n - 1) and 
each basis element S(r) of I[ II + 11. 
Case I’: y E M(n + 1). If S(y) = S( I)c’%(~T) as in Case I, then 
D,(S(Y)) = D,(S(l)W(~) E 1. 
Case II’: yEM(t)+ and t<n+l. Suppose yEM(t)+ for t<n-1. Then 
D,(Q)) = 0 from the definition of decapitation. If y E M(t)’ for t = n or 
t = a- 1, then write S(y) = S( [)c5!?(rr) with i E M(t). Now S( <) E Z[n - l] and 
De (S( Y )) = D, (S( l ))cy(m) E Z. 
The last step is to prove that .Z[n + l] c Z[n + 11. Suppose that 0 # r E J[n + 11; 
we argue by induction on TIP(r) that r E Z[n + 11. 
Assume first that no element of M(n) is a prefix of TIP(r). By definition, 
.Z[n + 11 C Z[n]. Hence r lies in the right F-module spanned by {s(a) 1 a E 
U,,, M(m)‘}. According to the first proposition, TIP(r) = pu, where u is some 
word and /3 EM(~)+ with m<n. Since S(r)~l[n + l]cJ[n + l] we may 
reduce r by subtracting a scalar multiple of S( p)u; induct. 
Thus we may assume that some member of M(n) is a prefix of TIP(r). We will 
be done, using a reduction as above, once we have proved the following 
statement: 
Zf TIP(r) has a prefix in M(n), then either it has a prefix in M(n + 1) or a prefix 
in M(n)+. 
Suppose that TIP(r) = 0 w with 8 E M(n) and write 0 = cxu with (Y E M(n - 1). 
Our running assumption is that r E .T[rz + 11, so D<,(r) E I. By definition, we also 
know that r E Z[n]. Consider the decomposition of r in Z[n]: 
r= c S(G)D,(r)+r*. 
s EM(H) 
By the first lemma, Du(r*) E 1. Hence Du(CfitMcnj S(G)D,(r)) E Z. 
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Claim. Zf 6 E M(n), then 
It is an easy application of the decomposition lemma and the first proposition 
that 
TIP]D<r (s(e))] = ~1 and TIP[D,(r)] = w . 
So assume 6 # 8. The initial proposition says that if OS(r) # 0, then 
GTIP(D,(r)) <TIP(r) . 
In case (Y is a prefix of 6, then 6 = aTIP[Dn(S(6))]. Hence 
CVTIP[D<~((S(~))]TIP[D,(~)] < (YUW . 
The compatibility of the order with multiplication yields the desired inequality. In 
case CY is not a prefix of 6, expand 
S(6)= c W)&(W)) + s(a)* 
fiEM(,1-l) 
Then aTIP[D,,(S(6))] < TIP(S(G)) = 6. Therefore, 
aTIP[D<~((S(6))]TIP[D,(r)] < 6TIP[DC,(r)] <TIP(r) = (YUW . 
The inequality is again a consequence of “cancellation”. 
Let us review the outcome of verifying the claim. Du(xSEMC,,) S(G)D,(r)) E I 
and its tip is UW. It follows that uw has a subword which is a minima1 tip for 1. If 
the left-most appearance of a member of M(1) as a subword happens to overlap u 
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